We propose two kinds of gauged linear sigma models whose moduli spaces are real eight-dimensional hyperKähler and Calabi-Yau manifolds, respectively. Here, hyperKähler manifolds have sp(2) holonomy in general and are dual to Type IIB (p, q)5-brane configurations.
Introduction
A gauged linear sigma model (GLSM) in two dimensions [1] is capable of describing a curved geometry (typically a sympletic or Kähler quotient space) through gauge theory language. More precisely, the isometry 1 of the transverse internal space gets partially gauged and chiral multiplets on the worldsheet are coupled to corresponding gauge fields.
Then, the curved geometry C n //G arises as the supersymmetric vacuum (moduli space) of the 2D gauge theory. Note that G = C ⋆r stands for r complexified U(1)'s with moment maps µ : (1.1) modulo the following gauge symmetry
is exactly the vacuum manifold denoted as C n //G or µ −1 (0)/U(1) r .
Similarly, a hyperKähler quotient space is defined by H n ///G (H n ∼ = R 4n ) where G(⊂ triholomorphic isometry) is generated by vector fields K's with L K g = 0 (g: metric)
and L K I α = 0. Three complex structures I α (α = 1, 2, 3) are ω α = dP † σ α ∧ dP, P = (q,q † ) t , σ α : Pauli matrices (1.3)
for each H described by ds 2 = |dq| 2 + |dq| 2 (q,q ∈ C) and transform as a triplet under SU(2). Our convention is as follows. A quaternion Q = y + y (Q = y − y) with a pure imaginary part y = ui + vj + wk (y, u, v, w ∈ R) consists of a pair of complex numbers (q,q):
For n quaternions, r moment maps associated with G under a charge matrix Q a i will read
Here, triplets ξ's are given level sets. By definition H n ///G has real 4(n − r) dimensions.
In this note, we propose two kinds of GLSMs which have, respectively, 8D hyperKähler manifolds and Calabi-Yau (CY) 4-folds as their moduli spaces. In the former case, we have followed pioneering works [2, 3, 4] . We extend their N =(4,4) models to include generic 8D hyperKähler geometries dual to Type IIB (p, q)5-brane configurations [6] .
Moreover, taking an infra-red (IR) limit leads to frozen kinetic terms of vector-multiplets.
By integrating them out, a nonlinear sigma model (NLσM) can be realized in the Higgs branch; that is, the quotient space metric is now pulled back onto worldsheet's kinetic term. The latter case is an N =(2,2) model which provides instead a CY 4-fold at IR. It is not the traditional one [1] which executes a sympletic quotient because it possesses all key features of 3D N =2 Chern-Simons-matter theories on a stack of M2-branes probing toric CY 4-folds. Namely, usually F-term conditions (defining a master space 2 ) and D-term ones as a whole give a CY 3-fold as the story happens in 4D N =1 superconformal field theories (SCFT). However, because of the appearance of one dualized photon A here, the D-term constraint associated with A becomes redundant due to dynamical Fayet-Iliopoulos (FI) parameters and a 4-fold emerges thereof. Remarkably, we find these properties definitely
show up in our model. We demonstrate this mechanism via one explicit example -a 4-fold arising from C 3 /Z 3 .
In section 2, a Taub-NUT (ALF) space constructed by means of hyperKähler quotient and its corresponding GLSM are reviewed. Then, in section 3 we write down our model mentioned above whose Higgs branch probes generic 8D hyperKähler manifolds. Section 4 is devoted to the model probing CY 4-folds. Finally, our results are summarized in section 5.
2 Review: 4D Taub-NUT (ALF) space To begin with, let us see how a multi-centered Taub-NUT (or ALF) space can be constructed by means of hyperKähler quotient [7, 8] . After then, we go to acquaint ourselves 2 See [5] for the origin of this terminology. We thanks Forcella for pointing out this reference.
with the GLSM description of it 3 according to [2] . The very quotient procedure is exactly carried out in the Higgs branch of the proposed GLSM at IR. Non-zero hyper-multiplets take their values in a hyperKähler manifold thereof.
As said in section 1, from H n ∼ = R 4n one can construct a hyperKähler manifold H n ///G with G being triholomorphic, i.e. it does not alter the hyperKähler structure. We will mainly adopt the following triholomorphic right multiplication
whose moment map reads
In addition, a right multiplication Qp by a unit quaternion p (pp = 1) ∈ SU(2) does not vary the hyperKähler structure I α of Q, while a left multiplication pQ which keeps the flat metric ds 2 = dQdQ invariant but rotates I α plays the role of SU(2) R (R-symmetry) under which (q,q † ) transforms as a doublet. Two operations commute. From now on, we usually do not distinguish between µ being pure imaginary and r = ℜ(2qq), −ℑ(2qq), |q| 2 − |q| 2 ∈ R 3 with |r| = |q| 2 + |q| 2 .
Picking up m+1 quaternions Q a (a = 1, . . . , m+1) parameterizing
we want to yield a multi-centered Taub-NUT through dividing H m+1 by the following triholomorphic isometry (Q = Q m+1 ):
There are m corresponding triplet moment maps:
Put into a Taub-NUT form the metric of H m × H (r a = |r a |):
By fixing the level set at m a = ζ a such that r = −λy = r a − ζ a , it is straightforward to show that (2.3) becomes
As a final step, we need to express (2.4) in terms of r and a gauge-invariant χ under moment maps in (2.2), i.e.
Henceforth, instead of ψ's we use variables like
The square ∝ (p α + · · · ) 2 is completed and then dropped due to its gauge variance.
Finally, we are left with χ and y. Further taking care of the completion of (y + · · · ) 2 , one arrives at
where ω a is evaluated at r + ζ a .
Gauged linear sigma model
Take as the prototype the simplest one-nut T N 4 . Let us review its GLSM following Harvey and Jensen [2] . Introduce N =(4,4) superfield conventions necessary for later convenience:
FI terms are included in L F I with (s, t) = (ξ 1 −iξ 2 , ξ 3 +iθ) where superscripts are Cartesian labels. To find out the vacuum, one has to expand (2.5) into (bosonic) component fields 4 .
Terms from L D in order are listed below (Wess-Zumino gauge of V )
Immediately, a D-term potential (by integrating out D in V )
and F-term potentials (by integrating out F Q , FQ, F Φ and
Further by taking an infra-red limit (e 2 → ∞) which decouples the vector-multiplet kinetic term, we find from (2.6) to (2.8) that the Coulomb branch is essentially excluded because of (φ, σ) → 0 5 . We finally obtain the supersymmetric vacuum satisfying
4 Bosonic components of Ψ and P are as follows:
which is just the standard moment map considered in (2.1). We observe that the massive gauge field A µ (mass square g 2 ) manages to eat (gauge away) one unwanted angular variable variant under (2.9). Given that the metric |dq| 2 + |dq| 2 of a quaternion is flat, we express it in a Taub-NUT form with ϕ ∼ ϕ + 2π denoting the triholomorphic U(1) such that
one obtains
Further by completing (∂Y + · · · ) 2 ,
Note that a remnant ∝ (∂Y + · · · ) 2 is gauged away by A µ . To conclude, we have found that at IR (e 2 → ∞) the Higgs branch vacuum manifold manifests itself as a hyperKähler quotient space. Integrating out A µ then results in a NLσM (2.11) with an explicit T N 1 target metric.
8D toric hyperKähler manifold
We are mainly interested in 8D toric hyperKähler manifolds As mentioned before, G is part of the triholomorphic isometry of H n and preserves its hyperKähler structure. With respect to the remaining triholomorphic T 2 , the metric of M 8 can be put into the following form (ϕ i ∈ (0, 4π]):
where i, j, k = 1, 2 and a, b, c = 1, 2, 3 (Cartesian label) 7 . Conventionally, M 8 is embedded in M-theory and occupies (345678910), i.e. x 1 = (345) and x 2 = (789) while circles (ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 ) stands for (x 6 , x 10 ). In fact, this metric is so rigid in the sense that it is fully determined once a proper 2 by 2 symmetric matrix U gets specified [6] . Certainly, adding a constant part U ∞ to U is still a solution. Issues about U ∞ will be addressed below.
In generic non-degenerate cases where the holonomy of M 8 is exactly sp(2) (instead of sp (1 The other lies in zooming in on the near-horizon region (x 1,2 ∼ 0) such that U ∞ is gotten rid of and ∆U may get properly diagonalized.
As advertised, some comments follow from the relation
6 A subfamily of M 8 called Eschenburg space H 3 ///U (1) (up to an orbifold identification) is shown to be dual to new N =3 SCFTs in [14] . 7 Note that U ij is the matrix inverse of U = U ij .
where we have dropped the subscript ∞ for asymptotic τ and U at infinity. Though 
Combining (3.2) and (3.3), we are able to tell why it is SL(2, Z) rather than SL(2, R)
that remains as a symmetry of Type IIB string theory by supersymmetry arguments.
Because a correct amount of SUSY should be respected in 11D R 1,2 × M 8 due to its hyperKähler nature, dual IIB (p, q)5-branes are asked to have specific orientations. That 
Gauged linear sigma model
Equipped with the above warm-up, we are ready to write down a GLSM which provides triple moment maps from its D-and F-term conditions. It realizes a 8D hyperKähler metric in its Higgs branch thereof at IR upon integrating out auxiliary fields.
8 As is well-known, χ + ie −φ gets identified with the M-theory torus's complex moduli τ ∞ via the aforementioned duality chain. This is an extension of the original work of Okuyama [3] . Our convention is as follows:
Bold symbols (e.g. p, q, Φ, V , HH, etc.) denote M-vectors, while · represents the usual vector inner product. Also, G will be identified with the U ∞ part in (3.1). We have turned off FI parameters which spoil the cone structure of M 8 when one zooms in on the vicinity around the origin. In addition to couplings constants, (p, q) are the only parameters in We should expand L into components fields, integrate out auxiliary D and F fields.
Further imposing the infra-red limit e 2 i → ∞ freezes kinetic terms of vector-multiplets. Henceforth, we are left with (bosonic part only)
and potentials
A SUSY vacuum accompanied by (φ i , σ i ) → 0 implies M sets of triple moment maps:
from V D = V F = 0. It is now clear that the model itself performs a hyperKähler quotient on M + 2 quaternions by imposing (3.7) which kill M pairs of (h i ,h i ).
As before, let us rewrite the flat metric |dh| 2 + |dh| 2 of a quaternion into a Taub-NUT form with ψ denoting the triholomorphic U(1), i.e.
where
According to [6] , ∆U corresponds to M dual IIB (p i , q i )5-branes localized at X i = 0 w.r.t. U ∞ = G which can be adjusted to (const.)1 2×2 . Since only χ A = γ A − p i ψ i and χ B = γ B − q i ψ i are invariant under the action of moment maps in (3.7), our strategy is to let M massive gauge fields gauge away remaining gauge-variant angular variables.
To evaluate the term
we adopt variables
such that every 2(A i + ∂ψ i ) splits into a sum
In dealing with (3.8), we complete in order (ζ k τ k + η kτk + · · · ) 2 (ζ k , η k = const.) from k = 1 and gauge them away. Finally by substituting the outcome into (3.6) the desired metric form as (3.1) can be reached, i.e.
This is exactly a NLσM which pulls back the metric of M 8 .
N =(2,2) GLSM for Calabi-Yau fourfold
Let us propose an N =(2,2) GLSM whose IR moduli space becomes a CY 4-fold. Our superfield conventions are inherited from section 3. The Lagrangian under consideration
Note that W denotes the superpotential and the gauge invariance in the first term of L D is maintained by
Bi-fundamental chiral fields H i charged under r U(1)'s according to a given quiver diagram with r nodes. The subscript i runs over arrows representing bi-fundamental fields in the quiver diagram, while h(i) or t(i) specifies a node on which the head or tail of i ends.
In addition, W subject to holomorphy is again related to the given quiver 11 . Note that only P of the previous N =(4,4) multiplet (Ψ, P ) enters L with the lowest component 1. Kinetic terms of (h i , φ a ) (bosonic component of (H i , Φ a ) 2. A remnant:
3. A potential:
The vacuum manifold M is determined by Let us analyze the moduli space in detail from both field-theoretical and geometrical grounds.
1. The constraint a D a = 0 in (4.3) characterizes the decoupled diagonal U(1) and implies as well that a k a = 0 or the vector k is orthogonal to (1, · · · , 1). To this end, one has only (r − 2) linearly independent D-term conditions [17] :
This fact is consistent with that we have a dualized A and leads naturally to M = {dW = 0}//C ⋆r−2 which is a CY 4-fold by definition emerging from a 3-fold. Namely, M = {dW = 0}//C ⋆r−1 is a CY 3-fold because its derivation is just the same with that of 4D N =1 SCFTs on a bunch of D3-branes probing CY 3 cones.
2. Geometrically, an ungauged U(1) A suggests the existence of an S 1 in the vacuum moduli space correspondingly. According to V D = 0, we can thus describe M as a 3-fold fibered on a real line x with a circle bundle fibered over them with non-trivial first
Chern class [18, 19] . We find that the field x in (4.3) (or V D = 0) serves as dynamical FI parameters and plays the very role of giving varying Kähler classes for the fibered 3-fold.
3. Let us elaborate on arguments about the surviving S 1 bundle associated with A.
For conceptual convenience, we can first think of it as γ charged logarithmically under r U(1)'s:
Consequently, (4.5) defines a one-parameter gauge transformation λ = t(k 1 , · · · , k r ). We find that γ is especially helpful when one wants to determine the correct periodicity of , the gauge fixing becomes incomplete due to a factor 2mπ/f . This soon means that the gauge symmetry of A is only spontaneously broken down to a discrete extent. To conclude, we should at the end divide M further by Γ. All these are directly reminiscent of the novel mechanism in newly-developed 3D N =2 Chern-Simons-matter theories [20] . Therefore, it turns out that, up to a discrete quotient Γ, M = {dW = 0}//C ⋆r−2 where additional real two dimensions result effectively from degrees of freedom of x + iγ ⊂ P 12 .
Toric geometry
Let us review quickly stuffs about toric varieties which are highly helpful when one lifts a toric CY 3 to a toric CY 4 . In general, a toric variety V is expressed as C n \F//C ⋆G and can be summarized pictorially by a toric diagram
Typically, x and γ are called Fayet-Iliopoulos and Stuckelburg fields, respectively. 13 The subset F is determined by partial resolutions.
By imposing the Calabi-Yau condition:
i Q A i = 0 ∀A, these ν's can be written as ν i = (1, · · · ) t and are called toric data of a toric CY d-fold. For d=3, toric data are plotted on a plane, while d=4 toric data are encoded in 3D lattice points which define a convex polytope -crystal. This is why we adopt the name crystal in our title page because CY 4-folds are under consideration.
Let us talk about the geometric meaning of toric data. Every ν i assigns a shrinking 1-cycle out of T d at the i-th facet of the boundary ∂C + where C + denotes a cone in Z d over which T d is fibered over. In d=3 cases, lines where two facets meet will altogether constitute a web diagram which in turn represents a tree formed by multiple semi-infinite NS5-branes. Although we will not go further to details, interested readers are encouraged to consult [16] .
Calabi-Yau crystal
Though lifting 3-folds to 4-folds has been studied quite heavily to date 14 , let us just pick up one canonical example C 3 /Z 3 discussed also in [17, 24, 19] . Here, Z 3 is embedded in the Hopf U(1) bundle of C 3 whose action is
A stack of D3-branes probing C 3 /Z 3 [25, 26] has nine bi-fundamental chiral superfields on its worldvolume gauge theory with a superpotential (though we will focus on its abelian version)
In Figure 1 , three nodes denote three gauge groups and hence (3−1) D-term conditions.
In addition, dW = 0 renders four more constraints accompanied by a D-term like condition: orthogonal to k · Q with k = (k 1 , k 2 , k 3 = −k 1 − k 2 ). See Table 1 for informations about Q i responsible for the i-th node. Arbitrary k encountered in (4.1) meet the requirement Table 1 : Nine bi-fundamental chiral matters charged under three gauge groups in the case of C 3 /Z 3 These six vectors do form a 3D crystal as was shown in [27] with an additional vector w 0 standing for a resolution, provided p ≤ k ≤ 2p. See [17] for more details.
Summary
In this short note we have studied two kinds of GLSMs whose vacuum moduli spaces are real eight-dimensional hyperKähler and Calabi-Yau manifolds, respectively.
The Higgs branch of the former N =(4,4) GLSM manifests itself as a generic 8D
hyperKähler quotient space at the infra-red regime. On the other hand, the latter N =(2,2)
GLSM has a more flexible superpotential W as well as chiral matter contents spelt out by a quiver diagram. Usually, D-and F-term constraints give rise to a toric CY 3-fold just as in familiar 4D N =1 SCFT setups. Nevertheless, owing to a novel mechanism introduced in section 4, 3-folds are promoted to 4-folds exactly the same way as what happens in recently-developed 3D N =2 Chern-Simons-matter theories which have toric CY 4-folds as their moduli spaces. In words, in addition to the diagonal gauge field a A a , an ungauged dual photon A = a k a A a as well does not enter the quotient process due to dynamical Fayet-Iliopoulos parameters. Therefore, the moduli space dimension is enhanced from six to eight. The extra two dimensions effectively result from degrees of freedom of a chiral superfield P . Parameters k a in our 2D Lagrangian satisfying a k a = 0 are arbitrary integers. Their role is analogous to 3D quiver Chern-Simons levels. We discussed the whole story via a very well-developed 3-fold C 3 /Z 3 .
